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Abstract : In the 21st first century, voting culture in the political arena practice has become the most discussed issue. The word 

‘vote’ sounds good in democratic system. Voting culture is the burning questions in the contemporary Indian democratic political 

system as well as the world. It is hotly depted topic and is a very curious subject. Voting is important for the citizen of India. Vote 

or ballot is a formal indication of choice between two or more candidate on courses of action, expressed typically  through a ballot 

or a show of hands. The parties  supremo’s  orders are the main issue of voting  culture in India. Voting culture is being conducted 

at party will or is driving by party will. The advice of the party supremo is the main consideration of voting culture. And the party 

leaders and supporters bully like pet birds. Party supporters, bull is going around. “The polls are down” recently, the most popular 

phraseology. Who is very familiar with voting  culture in Indian politics. Voting Suffers is the burning issue of the citizens and 

employees. Party leaders give up their- respect for the Greed winning. Party leaders join party alliance. Now electoral coalition is 

the current scenario of the Indian voting  time or period. Currently, 2024’s Lok Sabha election against the BJP the opposition 

political parties composition a great coalition- ‘INDIA’.  

A democracy is a political system, what is system of decision making within a institution, organisation or state, in which all members 

have an equal share of power. Voting is his compulsory or necessary. Political parties and individuals are its participants. To any 

guest, the character of the country is determined by the political system. One of the conditions of voting is free and fair election. 

All wants free and fair election. India capable to follow its own rules to conduct a free and fair election. The problem of voting 

culture system is the burning question of the day. Let us make our voting environment free and transparent. In this article, I will 

attempt to understand why India requires the voting culture in the current political environment. 

Key Words: Voting culture; Burning question; Supremo; Charms; Campaign; Promotional materials; Political Environment;  

Priceless; Culture Voter; Eye catching; Turmoil; Game changer; Glory.  

Introduction: For public opinion in modern state system-- the importance of voting is immense. To voting in the democracy is 

good for people. Voting culture is an ideal to since government in political system. It is the way to established government power.  

A beautiful and peaceful voting charms everybody. Teaching without mistake is not a teacher, similarly, there can be no democracy 

without voting. Voting is the key to the Government development. The mean purpose of the article is how to make voting free and 

transparent-its a small effort .In the entry of the voting culture to discuss we are no some questions. These are---a)What is voting 

culture? b)What is the best way to know voting culture with real political  scenario ?c)How have found out the key to voting 

culture’s problem ?d)What is the reasons for diggers drawn political parties? 

I. Voting and political cultural of voters: 

Voting is a method by which a group, such as a meeting or an elected rate, covens  together for the purpose of making a collective 

decision or expressing and opinion usually following discussion debates or election campaign. The voted meaning is to express 

your choice or opinion, especially by official writing a mark on a paper or by rising your hand or speaking in a meeting. The right 

to vote,  specially in public elections. When  unqualified, a  “majority vote” is taken to mean more than half of the votes cast. If 30 

members at a meeting but only 20 votes were cast, a majority vote would be 11votes. Voting association is like a game of breaking 

the rules. Arrogant behaviour of political leaders, votes are corrupting politics. 

Why should I Vote? My most sacred right. My right is  at the heart of our my son’s to decide my future and that of my follow 

citizens. Give my the ultimate power to save the destiny of our country and every vote counts. 
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II. Election orientation programme of political parties: 

Democracy, political party and voting are the main pillar of political culture. In the voting culture, the role of political party is most 

important. It’s a big festival for political parties. In the Poll market, the political leaders and workers is a harbola  dress up to win 

the hearts of the people . State leaders will speak well. Public sympathy does not lack identity. In during before the election, political 

music slogans appeal to people-vote giving me. Colour of election campaign makes the people mesmerized. Vigorous campaigning  

activities-and where did Nandani combine to win the heats of the voters.  Leaders are taking the stage, giving speeches, people are 

clapping their hands enjoy- he is conducting election campaign in the mood of the festival. The leaders and workers of political 

parties are reached the people’s court with various promises. Don't want to have any flaws in the expansion strategy. The Melodious 

slogans and various decorations are eye-catching .This is the practical scenario of today’s voting culture. What is the benefit of the 

public by covering the stage  with loud speeches and big dialogues? Election speak of differences between people. Election rigging, 

booth jams, rigging, looting, and loss of life through bloody regulation” are all these familiar pictures?-yes, Year after year, the 

people’s representative are not able to bring development and peace in the area. But, the corruption of political parties is  increasing. 

Which is a prediction of the rise of today’s politics. Turmoil at the polls escalated due to heated arguments. The party workers uses 

lies and foul language against each other. No one in the society is space from the attack of party powers. The party  sponsored 

criminals is root cause of the turmoil in the polls or the main cause of the unrest in the polls. The  protestors of the vote have to 

become eyesores of the ruling camp. Voting is safe haven for people could not be through. Voting has now become painful for 

parties criminals.  For the voting terrorism, Political parties to sending a representative to enquire has become a new policy. So, 

make resistance against terrorism. 

 

III. The constitution of India and political culture, voting culture, voters: 

The article begins with a discussion of the voting culture in Indian political system. The people of India are guided by common 

cultural traditions, including the shared heritage of Buddhism, and share a strong commitment to the ideals of democracy, tolerance, 

pluralism and open societies. Political culture in India is not merely  reflection of community life-style. It is also the link between 

historical experience of politics and model identities and the needs of political forms. So, it becomes not only an  emerging  National 

idiom, but also a cultural victor that is gradually entering the community’s life-style as legitimate force of social change. 

The article begins with a discussion of voting culture in the winning face depends on the culture of the voters. India has history of 

severely patriarchal and misogynistic  traditions perpetuated by society and ancient religious norms that continue to dominate family 

life. India is renowned for its ability to maintain its unity despite its diversity. Likewise India is renowned for its ability to maintain 

its ballot culture despite is multi political culture. The ballot or voting culture is a dynamic party base politics. The voting culture 

is emerging issue since post independent India. India is shaped by universal and national principles of equality, humanism and 

modernism in her socio political attitude and goals. Uniform civil code will also aid in reducing vote bank politics, which is practised 

by most political parties during every election. However, to avoid resistance from religious fundamentalist and a general lack of 

knowledge on the subject at the concept of voting culture has gain prominence recently it has been discussed for a long period of 

time mostly notably post independence because the British colonized colonist always adapted a demand and rule divine and rule 

tactics was not consisting with the point of view of Indians well wishers since notable leaders Jawaharlal Nehru and Dr BR 

Ambedkar thoughts for a uniform civil code during the constitution drafting process following independence . 

The current scenario of the Indian voting culture for electoral  culture is the popular for the winning of electoral coalition .As the 

2024’s original election electoral coalition of position parties ’INDIA’. Experience is just one. 

 

IV. The rise of the cultural/media voters(1st): 

The cultural voters is to discuss voting culture nowadays very popular in India. Social media has become the trying to win the hearts 

of the people. Has now become powerful in polling. The winning is depends on the culture of the voters. Democratic government 

defence on citizen participation and booting is supported by the social norms that it is a civic duty. This research aims to show, 

however, that social confirm it in the discussion can spell to voters discussion about his party to vote for altering the balance among 

parties. This fielding essay normative implication for democratic theory. When social conformity effect outcomes of an election the 

outcome is not the product of reasoned choices. 

 

V. The role of materials used In polls: 

In the during election, using various materials for the purpose election campaign-as party flex, banner, poster, on every roadside, 

wall writing an arts of the house etc. The world writing and arts is the very interesting during the election campaign. Using materials 

is the very influence on the voters and party politics. The world writing an arts is the interesting creative literature as various poem, 

songs, cartoon, various rhyme , candidate symbols photo is to deeply influence the voters and voting culture. These are the 

introduction to promotional materials used. In the before election, these are to eye attractive pictures and heat attractive writing 

enjoy the people. 

But, after the election, these are eye pollution and various problems of the general people. So, it are to clear on the every using 

various materials of voting Campaign. 
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VI. The role of government and government officer: 

In the case of voting, the performance of the administration is not satisfactory. Admin administration is incompetent in suppressing 

the unrest and terrorism in the elections. Vote staff or  workers safety is not in questions? Submission of nomination of vote 

candidates, giving fake certificate to candidate of ruling party, engaged in defeating the candidate of the opposition party, 

manipulation in vote counting etc.-Allegations have been made against them. Getting the candidates to sign the white paper, 

kidnapping of winning candidates etc. There are many allegations against them. They were dismissed after being  accused  of illegal 

activities. Electoral code of conduct, no one follow the code of conduct properly. 

 

VII. The voting and voting machine: 

The voting machine issue is very relevant in contemporary politics. In the field of voting politics, EVM,VVPAT is now a popular 

and well-known name. Ballot paper vote means  like an opportunity to manipulate  place.  For decades voting in different parts of 

the country there are thousand of her complain EVM,VVPAT to pull the quantity the arrival of the machine. But, technology depends 

machine has become the focus of complaints. EVM clarity is being debated. I think the government should clear the doubt in the 

minds of the people on this matter. Finally it needs to be seen, transparency of that both to protect democracy, so as not to full into 

any question. 

 

VIII. Role of voting staff and election commission: 

To conduct to voting, the voting staff and election commission role is most essential. The election commission does all the other 

work from collecting the voting staff. Voting staff will be doing the voting  staff security has become a matter of utmost importance. 

All though there are many talks about this, they are doing the voting work successfully. The election commission is regarded as the 

guardian of elections in the country. In every election it issues a model code of conduct for political parties and candidates to conduct 

election in free and fair manner. 

 

IX. Indian Courts in vote politics: 

Currently, the courts appears to play an active role in vote politics. Before the vote and after the vote, the courts are to play active 

various cases, rules and regulations have to be stated in management. The courts has to come forward because of the failure of 

management of government and the election commission. The courts are trying to make the election neutral. What do election 

analysts and election observers call it? Citizens have immense confidence in the judicial system of the country. For this, in the field 

of voting politics, judges are seen to be active. The last hope of the people is the court. 

 Context of language use: the use of language in politics is a very popular topic. Language use strategies helps improve politics. 

The language use has now a burning issue of politics. But, election culture is now lost. We are getting harassed to speak of the 

democracy and right to vote. Now the culture of abuse and lies has started in the field of politics. Language knowledge of minister 

MPs and MLAs is putting the nation to shame ‘Khela  Hobe’ it cannot be the language of politics. Using unsavoury  language is 

corrupting the fair culture of the politics and society. Currently, election to political parties have too much run of excuses. Failure 

to act has become an excuse for the political party. So, it has become a culture of blaming each other. The politics surprise when 

comes ,leaders find a way to survive using tools. Language becomes the main purpose their speech at other Times. The culture of 

artistic language is now being destroyed of the politics and society. 

X. Have nauseating culture of elections: 

Right to vote, are abused throughout our country through honour killings during election. Political culture describe how culture 

impacts politics. Every political system is invaded in a particular political culture. Social factor include religion in degree of 

religiosity, social and economic class, educational level, regional characteristics and gender. The degree to which  a person identifies 

with a political party influence voting behaviour, as does social identity. D. Elazar first  theorised  in 1966 that the United States 

would be divided in 3 distinct political cultures—moralistic, individualistic  and  traditionalistic. Publication of the resolution of 

the parties and one of the strategies of public engagement is commitment. There is so much violence surrounding the election 

because of the Greed of corruption. Political corruption a brutal story of mischief on  election. Voters and poll workers have to go 

with their lives .”Horse buying and selling” has become a popular term in after the election, in Indian political culture. Political 

parties to sending a representative to inquire has become a new policy. 

XI. The need for fairness voting culture: 

We want the purity of voting. Indian elections are a frenzy of ever-changing diversity .In the voting phase of politics is the throne 

of power. There is trickery in politics .There will be irregularly. There will be irregularity. The quality of public clarity will be 

maintain. Small and big leaders of political camp—don’t hesitate to do laundry or wash cotton, takes nothing for granted. Political 

corruption is harmful to the country .The list of complaints is getting longer and longer. Political culture describe impact politics. 

Every political system is embedded in a particular political culture aeroplane behaviour of political leaders both are corrupting 

politics. There is so much violence  surrounding the election because of the Greed of corruption. I think, political beneficiary society 

must be moderated. 
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XII. Some demands to be made for voting: 

 1-no any school using for the voting. 

 2-to need digitalisation system is a  of voting. 

 3-Rightly using CCTV that not using properly now. 

 4-no party change winning representative, there  own will. 

 5-The harmful money of the election, candidates and party demands advance money for security money. 

 6-Voters and poll workers have to go with their lives-- their giving security properly. 

 

Conclusion: 

 The voting is “game changer” political issue. India is sovereign socialist secular Democratic republic. Diversity is the essence of 

India, but diversity is law is unjust. The supreme court decision in this case is regarded as a major milestone in highlighting the 

importance of voting culture in India. I don’t know who invented the word vote. Recently in the voting, looting, cheating booth 

encroachment fights, the law court could not stop it. Voting culture know image-image of unrest. Business politicians have to say, 

“our time is priceless.” Day come and day go. Year come and year go. The calculation of voting is to staying on papers. The finished 

vote, but, the history turmoil  of the voting is to stay . Where is your politics friend? Finally. I will say that, peaceful voting will 

benefit everyone. Let me say that, if you respect people’s rights, democracy will  emerge in its Glory. 
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